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How to make the best of your Babiage Doodoo? 

 

 

MAKING THE BEST OF YOUR BABIAGE DOODOO 

 

Each time your baby goes to bed. 

The best results are achieved by parents who use Babiage Doodoo each time their baby goes 

to bed (night and day). A regular routine has a reassuring effect on babies who otherwise feel 

somewhat insecure at bedtime. 

Use as early as possible. 

Use Babiage Doodoo from the very first day. Ideally, take it to the maternity hospital. 

Babiage Doodoo has been used successfully in hospitals until the age of 9 to 12 months, even 

when the baby did not have a Babiage Doodoo at home. 

However, its effectiveness decreases with age and parents are advised to try Babiage Doodoo 

before buying it if a child is more than four or five months old. 

In some cases, 2 to 3 days may be necessary. 

Some babies do not react immediately to Babiage Doodoo’s sounds. This is completely 

normal and may last 2 to 3 days. Use Babiage Doodoo each time that you put baby to bed, 

day and night and you will soon notice its efficiency in soothing your baby to sleep. 

Is baby allergic? 

If you think so, do not use any plush animal. 

IMPORTANT: Babiage Doodoo may be used without its plush bear. In this case we 

recommend that you suspend the audio unit to the cot rail but remember not to leave the 

sound module within reach of baby. 

Away from baby. 

To hear the Babiage Doodoo properly, place it as close as possible to the baby, but not so 

close that he can reach and grab it during the first few months. 

Although the plush animal and sound module meet all safety standards, do not allow the 

Babiage Doodoo near the baby during the first 6 months. Babiage Doodoo comes with Velcro 

on the paws to attach to the cot.   

Always turn Babiage Doodoo’s tummy towards the baby so he hears the intra-uterine sounds 

properly and so that the Babiage Doodoo sound module can hear your baby properly when he 

cries. 

Babiage Doodoo grows with your baby.  

The effects of womb sounds wear off around the age of 9 – 12 months. You can then use the 

lullaby function, which plays a soothing tune that your baby will love.  

After several years, when you stop using either sound function, please remove the audio unit 

from the plush and remove the batteries from the audio unit. The plush bear can still be used. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

 

The Babiage Doodoo consists of two elements: the plush bear/dog and the audio unit that 

plays either womb sounds or a lullaby.  

When using your Babiage Doodoo for the first time insert 3 batteries according to the 

polarities indicated inside the compartment, close it and insert the sound module inside the 

bear’s tummy. 

When you want to change the function, switch the unit off, place the selector on the required 

function and switch it back on. 



To switch the unit on, rotate the ON/OFF wheel and adjust the volume. The sound module 

operates for 3 minutes and then will go into stand-by mode. In stand-by mode, the sound 

module reacts to loud noises such as a baby crying. If you do not want the sound module to be 

sound activated, turn it OFF. The sound module continues to use a small amount of power 

when in stand-by mode to "listen". We suggest you turn the sound module OFF, when this 

function is not required, in order to spare the batteries. 

Maintenance: 

To clean the plush bear/dog wash it (hand or machine) at 30°C. The plush bear can also be 

dried in the dryer. After washing, vigorously shake the plush animal to evenly spread the 

filling material. 

WARNING: Always remove the sound module before cleaning the plush bear, even in case 

of superficial cleaning. If water penetrates the sound module, it may no longer work and will 

not be replaced under guarantee. 

If the sound module stops working, do not dismantle it please contact your local service 

centre or agent. 

If the sound module is not used for long periods of time, remove the batteries as they may 

leak and cause damage. 

Which batteries should be used? 

Babiage Doodoo requires 3 batteries of 1.5 volts – AA – R6 – STILO or MIGNON 

(depending on your country of residence). 

Only use new alkaline batteries, alkaline batteries are more reliable than other types of 

batteries. 

Replace the batteries as soon as you notice any decrease in volume or effectiveness of the 

Babiage Doodoo. 

Replacement of the batteries: 

Open the battery compartment using a screwdriver and insert batteries according to the 

polarity instructions engraved in the battery compartment. Never recharge non-rechargeable 

batteries, rechargeable batteries should only be recharged by an adult after removal from the 

sound module. Do not mix batteries of different types or old and new ones. Only alkaline 

batteries are recommended. Used batteries should be removed from the sound module. Never 

short-circuit the supply terminals. 

Like anything that is placed in the vicinity of a baby, the Babiage Doodoo must be regularly 

inspected. 

Therefore, always make sure that the plush bear is undamaged, that all seams are in good 

condition, that the battery compartment is closed properly and that the screw is tight. 

If in doubt, do not put Babiage Doodoo near the baby and contact the Babilover after-sales 

service centre. 

 

GUARANTEE 

 

Babilover gives you a twenty-four (24) month’s guarantee on Babiage Doodoo, from the date 

of purchase, according to the conditions defined by this guarantee. Internationally valid, the 

guarantee covers material and manufacturing faults. This guarantee only comes into effect if 

the guarantee certificate has been completely filled out by a Babilover agent.  

Excluded from the manufacturer’s guarantee: 

1. Damage caused by inappropriate use and handling, negligence, accidents or normal 

wear; 

2. Possible consequential damage resulting from use or non-functioning of Babiage 

Doodoo.  



In case of faults under guarantee, only the defective part of your Babiage Doodoo will be 

replaced free of charge. By part, this means either the sound module for reproducing sound 

or the plush animal. 

The replacement parts guarantee expires twenty-four (24) months after the date of purchase of 

the replaced part. 

The guarantee becomes null and void if the product has been tampered with by anyone who is 

not accepted by Babilover or its representatives. 

In case of faults under guarantee, please contact one of the official Service Centres on the 

appending list. Present the Babiage Doodoo with the accompanying guarantee certificate, 

duly filled in. 

The above manufacturer’s guarantee does not affect the purchaser’s rights against the seller 

nor any other statutory rights the purchaser may have. 


